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 ENERGY STAR® Charter Tenant Space 
Application Guide  

This guide is intended to assist Charter Tenants in navigating the process of applying for ENERGY STAR Charter Tenant 
Space recognition. Charter Tenants must complete the application form, provide relevant supporting materials, and have a 
Licensed Professional (LP) visit the site and complete, sign, and stamp the application form prior to submittal.  

Required Information  
The application asks Charter Tenants to provide the following information on the tenant organization, space, and building.  

About the Tenant Organization  
Name of Charter Tenant organization: Provide the name of the organization that leases the eligible space. This is the name 
that will appear on the ENERGY STAR Charter Tenant Space certificate and ENERGY STAR website listing. 

Type of organization: Include the primary activity of the organization leasing the eligible space. For example: law firm, 
accountancy, dentist, insurance sales, consulting, not-for-profit, etc. 

Number of spaces leased nationwide (Optional): Indicate how many spaces the organization leases in the U.S. Enter “1” if 
this application is for the only space leased by the organization. 

Charter Tenant organization contact information: Enter the best contact for the organization leasing the eligible space, for 
communication with EPA about this application.  

Primary contact information: Enter the requested information if the Charter Tenant organization contact is not the primary 
contact for the application.  

About the Space 
Description of space: Briefly describe the layout of the space. For example: “open plan suite on two floors, with open 
staircase connecting the floors.” Also, please include anything you think is unique about the space, or particularly important 
with regard to its energy performance. 

Number of floors the tenant occupies in the building: This is the total number of floors the tenant occupies in the building, 
encompassing all space the tenant leases in the building. 

Usable square footage of space: The “Usable Square Feet” of the tenant space includes all areas within the demising walls 
reserved for the exclusive use of that tenant. 

Address: This is the address of the space, and should include all suite numbers that the tenant occupies in the building. 

About the Building 
Name of landlord (optional): Enter the name of the building owner. 

Contact information (optional): Charter Tenants may enter a contact for the building owner, for communication with EPA 
about this application. This may be a representative of the landlord, a building manager, a broker, or other. 

Landlord contribution: Indicate if the landlord (directly or through a third party) provided support to the tenant in meeting the 
criteria for ENERGY STAR Charter Tenant Space recognition. If yes, please briefly describe the nature of the support. While 
the tenant is the primary recipient of the recognition, the landlord’s name may be included on a recognition certificate.  
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Criteria to Apply for Charter Tenant Recognition 
1. Eligibility Confirmation 
Charter Tenants should check to make sure that they meet all eligibility requirements before completing and submitting the 
application.  This information will also be confirmed by the LP. Charter Tenants may apply for recognition for a leased space 
that: 

• Is operated solely as either a general administrative office or a non-diagnostic medical office (such as a doctor’s or 
dentist’s office that does not include diagnostic equipment1). It may include a data center. 

• Is located in a building that contains at least two separate tenant spaces – in other words, it is not the sole tenant 
occupying all the leasable space within a single building. 

• Comprises 90% or less of the total gross square feet of the building in which it is located. 

• Represents all the tenant’s usable square footage in the building. Usable square footage is defined as all areas within 
the demising walls reserved for the exclusive use of the tenant. 

• Is located in the United States. 

 

2. Meter Energy Consumption 
This criterion requires that energy meters be installed in the tenant space. One or more meters must be in place to measure 
and track, on at least a monthly basis, all energy loads for which the tenant has full operational control. This will typically 
include lighting and plug loads only, as the tenant is not required to meter HVAC supplied from a central system. Metering of 
HVAC load is required only if the tenant has full operational control of the HVAC equipment (e.g., a roof top unit that services 
only the eligible space). Each meter must be certified by its manufacturer to be +/- 2% accurate. Meters must be permanently 
installed – data loggers or other tracking devices that are for temporary use do not satisfy this criterion.  

a. Meters must be installed before the application can be completed so that the LP reviewing the application may 
verify that the meters are in place. 

i. Individual energy loads do not have to be separately metered, except in the case of a data center. If a 
data center is present in the space, it must be metered separately. Acceptable data center metering 
includes any metering configuration that allows separate tracking of IT energy use and/or total data 
center energy use.  Note that a data center (as opposed to a server closet, computer training area, 
telecom closet, or print/copy room) is intended for sophisticated computing and server functions which 
typically include: 

• High density computing equipment (such as server racks used for data storage and processing) 

• Dedicated power and cooling systems 

• A constant power load of 75 kW or more 

• Uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) 

                                                
1 Eligible medical offices are those that do not include equipment for medical diagnosis or treatment, such as X-ray, CT scan, MRI, linear accelerator, 
dialysis, or ultrasound machines.  
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• Raised floors. 

ii. Other energy loads subject to the metering criterion may be metered separately or by a single meter.  

b. The tenant must provide the LP with documentation that each meter in the space is manufacturer certified to be 
+/-2% accurate. Tenant organizations may need to contact the meter manufacturer directly in order to obtain this 
information.   

 

 
3. Estimate Energy Use and Light Efficiently 
EPA, with support from the U.S. Department of Energy’s National Renewable Energy Laboratory and Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory, developed an Energy Estimation and Lighting EUI (Energy Use Intensity) Tool for use by tenant 
organizations. In preparation for use of the tool, Charter Tenants were asked to complete an Energy Use and Lighting EUI 
Questionnaire to document certain building and space information, including an inventory of lighting fixtures present in the 
tenant space. Charter Tenants then entered data from the Questionnaire into the Tool, for some or all of their space.   

To satisfy this criterion, Charter Tenants must: 

a. Provide EPA with the completed Questionnaire (previously submitted to EPA via email to 
tenantrecognition@energystar.gov) 

b. Attach to this application the saved Tool Results PDF document for at least one floor/suite.  
c. Provide to the LP, by the time of the site visit, either the completed Questionnaire or the Tool Results document 

for use in the verification process.2 Note that if the Tool Results document is provided to the LP instead of the 
Questionnaire, the Charter Tenant must ensure that the information in the Tool Results document encompasses 
the entirety of the space that the Charter Tenant leases in the building (as will likely be the case for Charter 
Tenants that occupy only 1-2 floors).  

                                                
2 While both documents include the information needed for verification by the LP, the Tool Results document may be easier to review in printed form. 
 

Accurate measurement of energy use is critical to good energy management. Having meters in place to 
measure and track energy use in the tenant space will allow the applicant to establish an energy baseline, 
measure progress in reducing energy over time, and ultimately to determine how efficient the space is in 
operation. The requirement for +/- 2% accuracy is intended to ensure that the meters are accurately 
measuring energy use, without specifying relatively costly utility grade meters. This performance specification 
should allow applicants to use newer and evolving meter technology that is flexible and cost-effective. 

A best practice is to make sure the data reported by the meters is relayed to a dashboard or other system that 
provides the tenant with actionable information rather than raw data. 

https://www.energystar.gov/TenantEstimationTool
https://www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/asset/document/v2NEW_EnergyUse%2BLightingEUIQuestionnaire_10052017.xlsm
https://www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/asset/document/v2NEW_EnergyUse%2BLightingEUIQuestionnaire_10052017.xlsm
mailto:tenantrecognition@energystar.gov
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d. If available, Charter Tenants should include, with their application, energy estimates based on modeling, an 
engineering analysis, or other method.3  

During the verification process, LP’s are asked to verify that all building and tenant information, operating characteristics, 
equipment, and lighting information recorded in the Questionnaire or the Tool Results document are accurate. 

Energy Estimation and Lighting EUI (Energy Use Intensity) Tool Review 

The ENERGY STAR Charter Tenant Space recognition does not require the energy estimate to be below a certain level.  
Charter Tenants are simply required to fill out the information accurately as verified by the LP. 

 

In EPA’s initial ENERGY STAR Tenant Space proposal, the lighting criterion called for tenants to demonstrate that their 
lighting meets a target lighting energy use intensity (LEUI). The Charter Tenant Energy Estimation and Lighting EUI Tool 
calculates the tenant’s target LEUI and estimates whether the actual LEUI in the space is below this target. The target LEUI is 
based on the size of the space and the hours of operation, and reflects a lighting power density 25% below the ASHRAE 90.1 
2013 level. The actual LEUI is based on hours of operation as well as the type and quantity of light fixtures and controls in the 
space.  

During the Charter Tenant phase, EPA will review and consider for recognition ALL applications, including those submitted by 
Charter Tenants who do not meet the LEUI target. This will allow EPA to evaluate the targets before finalizing them. 

a. Use the Tool to determine your LEUI target and estimated LEUI. Note that you do not have to include specialty 
or task lighting to calculate your LEUI. However, please provide information on specialty and task lighting (as 
noted in the tool) to help EPA refine this criterion.  

                                                
3 Recently built-out tenant spaces may have had such modeling conducted as part of the design and engineering process. Tenants in such spaces should 
ask their design teams for energy modeling results. 

Tenants often do not realize how much energy their activities use. Even though the EPA-provided tool can offer 
only a range based on assumptions about the space, it gives the applicant a start to understanding the connection 
between their activities and energy use. Ultimately, EPA hopes to develop benchmarks of energy use in tenant 
spaces. Once such benchmarks are available, EPA will be able to tell applicants where their energy estimate 
places them relative to other tenant spaces and award recognition to those whose energy use places them among 
the most efficient. Requiring an estimate now paves the way for this approach. 

EPA is not requiring tenants to model their energy use, but recommends that tenants consider modeling. Modeling 
energy use allows tenants to explore options for achieving efficiency in detail, providing a platform for examining 
the costs and benefits of different technologies and actions. For a step-by-step approach to this process, see the 
Urban Land Institute’s Tenant Energy Optimization Project at http://tenantenergy.uli.org.  

 

http://tenantenergy.uli.org/
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b. Lighting and controls must be installed before the application can be completed, as the licensed professional 
must verify that the installed lighting matches the information the tenant entered into the Tool (as noted above, 
verification may be based on the Tool Results document or the completed Questionnaire, if the latter 
encompasses all space leased by the tenant in the building). 

 

4. Use Efficient Equipment 
This criterion requires the use of efficient office equipment, as demonstrated by ENERGY STAR certification. For the Charter 
Tenant pilot, EPA asked for an inventory of applicable products, rather than requiring a percentage be ENERGY STAR 
certified. This will allow EPA to assess whether to require that 100% of equipment be ENERGY STAR certified when the final 
recognition is launched, or to establish a different threshold.  

a. Applicants must complete the Equipment Inventory provided by EPA, which lists all the ENERGY STAR certified 
product categories that might be found in an administrative or medical office space.  

b. Information needed for the Equipment Inventory includes: 

i. Type of equipment 

ii. Manufacturer 

iii. Model number 

iv. Quantity 

v. ENERGY STAR certification status 

Lighting is an important contributor to energy use in a tenant office space. With the LEUI tool, EPA is hoping to offer 
flexibility to tenants rather than dictating specific lighting configurations. During the pilot, EPA will assess the tool 
and targets, and will work with Charter Tenants to make sure the lighting criterion is working as intended. In 
addition, EPA is assessing whether to also offer an option for 100% LED lighting (with an exception for specialty 
and task lighting) to meet this criterion. During the pilot phase, we will assess the LEUI of 100% LED lighting if 
applicable. 
 
For information on efficient lighting, see:  

• ENERGY STAR Commercial Light Fixtures 
https://www.energystar.gov/products/lighting_fans/commercial_light_fixtures  

• Design Lights Consortium  https://www.designlights.org  
 

 

https://www.energystar.gov/products/lighting_fans/commercial_light_fixtures
https://www.designlights.org/
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c. Tenants must affirm that sleep settings for computer equipment have been enabled, or will be enabled 
once computers are installed. 

 

 

5. Criterion: Share Data 
This criterion requires the Charter Tenant to commit to sharing monthly energy use data and operational characteristics 
required for benchmarking with the landlord upon request, via EPA’s ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager®. 

a. Establish an account in EPA’s ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager (www.energystar.gov/benchmark), and set up 
the tenant space as a property. See How to Enter and Manage Tenant Spaces in ENERGY STAR Portfolio 
Manager for a step-by-step guide.  

b. On the application, enter the Portfolio Manager tenant space property ID and the account name (i.e. user name) 
under which the property was created. 

c. Check the box indicating that monthly data will be shared with the landlord upon request. 

 

Licensed Professional Verification  
The next step in the process of preparing the application is to have a Licensed Professional (LP) – either a professional 
engineer or registered architect -- verify that the applicant has met the criteria discussed above. Once the tenant has 
completed the application, and after the lighting and meters are in place, the tenant needs to either hire an LP or use an in-
house LP to perform the verification.  Please feel free to use the LP finder tool to help identify LPs that have experience 
verifying properties for whole building ENERGY STAR certification. For the pilot ENERGY STAR Charter Tenant Space 
verification, the LP verifying the application must conduct the site visit him or herself. Note that this is different form the 
requirement for whole building ENERGY STAR certification, for which the LP may engage a representative to conduct the site 
visit under his or her direction and control. The LP must visit the space in order to verify that the specified lighting and meters 
are in place. The LP will also review the documentation that the meters are +/-2% accurate, as well as all sections of the 
application. Finally, the LP will stamp and sign the application, confirming his or her review and verification of the criteria.  The 
ENERGY STAR Charter Tenant Space LP Guide is available on the Resources for Charter Tenants page. 

Signatory Agreement 
In this final step, a representative of the tenant organization must sign and date the application. 

Submitting the Application 
To apply for the ENERGY STAR Charter Tenant Space recognition, applicants must submit the following documents to 
TenantRecognition@energystar.gov:  

Specifying ENERGY STAR equipment is an easy way to ensure that energy use from equipment such as 
computers, printers, and copiers is among the lowest available. 

http://www.energystar.gov/benchmark
https://www.energystar.gov/buildings/tools-and-resources/how_enter_and_manage_tenant_spaces_energy_star%C2%AE_portfolio_manager%C2%AE
https://www.energystar.gov/buildings/tools-and-resources/how_enter_and_manage_tenant_spaces_energy_star%C2%AE_portfolio_manager%C2%AE
https://www.energystar.gov/buildings/lp_finder
https://www.energystar.gov/buildings/tenants/energy_star_tenant_space_recognition_formerly_tenant_star/resources_charter_tenants
mailto:TenantRecognition@energystar.gov
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• Completed application, reviewed and stamped by the LP, verifying the information in the application 

o The application can be filled out electronically, and then printed so the LP can affix his/her stamp and both 
the applicant and the LP can sign. 

o The stamped, signed application should be scanned and emailed along with the following attachments: 

 Tool Results document (PDF) for at least one floor/suite that the tenant occupies 

 Results of an energy model or other estimate of the total energy use intensity of the space is 
attached, if available. 

• Charter Tenants should have already submitted the following documents to EPA, prior to completing the application. 
If not, the Charter Tenant should contact EPA at tenantrecognition@energystar.gov before submitting the application. 

 Completed Tenant Equipment Inventory 

 Completed Excel Questionnaire for Energy Estimation and Lighting EUI 

 

 

mailto:tenantrecognition@energystar.gov

